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#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Welcome to #MacroSW chat! It’s great to have you all here!

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
Good evening, I am Rosemary a BSW student and my #swk3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #macrosw https://t.co/IswluNzrpi

izzy @izzycalcaterra
@OfficialMacroSW Hi, I am Isabella Calcaterra, a BSW student and my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ #MacroSW

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
Hello Elyse Bender a BSW student at U of D Mercy #macroSW #SW3100
Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
@OfficialMacroSW Hello my is Alandis from U of D Mercy #MacroSW #3100

Channey burrell @ms_channey
Hello, my name Chanquell Burrell joining the social work chat university Detroit mercy #MacroSW #Swk3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ #MacroSW

Ghadear Eid @eidtgh
Hello everyone! I’m Ghadear from University of Detroit Mercy. 😊 #SWK3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
#MacroSW starts now! https://t.co/vYRUQilkxr

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @UBSSW: Please excuse the many extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/YPe4oFeNq1

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
Hello all! I’m a BSW student and my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight. #MacroSW https://t.co/HqWHL2DvwH

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Great to have you here, Channey! #MacroSW https://t.co/VnU6Yx4H16

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi Everyone, Nancy here, assistant professor of social work @UMBC. Also @UBSSW alum so I’ll be watching the Buffalo game during the chat. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
U of Detroit is in the house!! #macrossw
Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
U of Detroit is in the house!! #macrosw

KP @kp06789931
Hi, I am KP, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW

Eugene Durrah, LCSW @eugenedurrah
#MacroSW Is for anyone who asks those bigger questions regarding societal challenges and seeks to help improve them. Excited to check in chat with y'all.

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/NDFPIjlAaw #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello #MacroSW!! So ready for this libraries chat!! https://t.co/ebiFWYumpB

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
Hi everyone! I'm Elizabeth from Detroit Mercy!! One big test down today, and now I'm ready to chat 🎉 #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
Hello everyone hoping I am in the right place #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW starts now! https://t.co/yRUQilkxr

David McCollum @villebananas
hi #macrosw

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK3100 #MacroSW HI I'm here fro UD MERCY

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW Brandon Mays here from the University of Detroit Mercy. NEW student.
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi Everyone, Nancy here, assistant professor of social work @UMBC. Also @UBSSW alum so I'll be watching the Buffalo game…

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
Good evening Patricia Ketzner here a BSW Student my #SWK 3100 class is participating in the chat #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/NDFPljIAaw #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Hello #MacroSW!! So ready for this libraries chat!! https://t.co/ebiFWYumpB

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
RT @karenzgoda: Hello #MacroSW!! So ready for this libraries chat!! https://t.co/ebiFWYumpB

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @eugenedurrah: #MacroSW Is for anyone who asks those bigger questions regarding societal challenges and seeks to help improve them. Excit…

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
@bangieb926 If you're looking for #MacroSW chat, you're in the right place! Welcome!

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
This is going to be epic! #macrosw https://t.co/X9xswurs6e

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
Hello! Good Evening! I am Marleen Rubio, my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

Konrad A. Greene @konradagreene1
#MacroSW Good evening everyone, my name is Konrad and I am excited to be here tonight. #SW3100
Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
Joining a twitter chat for the first time! #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
This is going to be epic! #macrosw https://t.co/lcpWTrCDnq https://t.co/gW6uhqrBIQ

Janet Joiner @cybersocialwork
Very nice Shakesha! #macrosw SWK3100 https://t.co/tl2N8N3jZF

David McCollum @villebananas
Millersville University is on spring break so I'm not sure how many graduate students from there will be here tonight. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@PKetzner Great to have you here, Patricia! #MacroSW

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK3100 #MacroSW Hi my name is Lajoy Morgan from UD Mercy checking in

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets so we can see your conversation! https://t.co/byMPJyPZbo

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @eugenedurrah: #MacroSW Is for anyone who asks those bigger questions regarding societal challenges and seeks to help improve them. Excit…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @mcoconis: This is going to be epic! #macrosw https://t.co/X9xswurs6e

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Good evening! I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner, and I'm hosting tonight's chat!

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@pennykstock1 Welcome! Be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets!
Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Hello everyone, Ryan in TraverseCity here. Looking forward to the MacroSW chat.

KP @kp06789931
It's going SW3100 macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
MacroSW https://t.co/2oUCEvqrQQ

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@OfficialMacroSW Good advice! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@afmerant Awesome - be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets!

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets so we can see your conversation!
https://t.co/byMPJyPZbo

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Just in case: If you are new to Macro socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too:
https://t.co/XH6dxWtYb0 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
So great to hear! MacroSW https://t.co/YGUCSZKlgW

Rebecca Light @rll004
@VilleBananas I’m here!!!!! But I don’t spend much time in libraries so not sure how much help I’ll be tonight😊😊😊 #macroSW #sorrymacroSW

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
#macroSW https://t.co/W0tCzhOIO1

Eugene Durrah, LCSW @eugenedurrah
After 5 years of working in direct service within Mental Health, 4 internships, and 6 years of college, I will be making a transition into #MacroSW
Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
Hey Brandon #MacroSW #swk3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosarng @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelch @porndaughter @spcummings, and our new chat contributor is @AlyssaLotmore!

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbs
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @afmerant Awesome - be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets!

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
I think I have it now. I am Angeline Anthony in the BSW Social Work program at University of Detroit Mercy #macrosw #swk3100

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Which universities are joining us tonight? #MacroSW https://t.co/gOtqT20Miv

Mera Jawad @mera_jawad
#Swk3100 #Macrosw Hello everyone, I am Mera Jawad, a BSW student at University of Detroit Mercy.

Elizabeth Navarro ☾ @ladyonthemoon_ 
Millersville University in the house #MacroSW

Janet Joiner @cybersocialwork
Great reminder #SWK3100 #macrosw https://t.co/7jNbNcBDvm

UB-Social Work @ubssw
Hi, This is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the #MacroSW chat! Warm welcome to all the students joining tonight! https://t.co/8xfP1Rh6v

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
RT @spcummings: Just in case: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/XH6dxWtYb0 #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@rll004 @VilleBananas We're all at different places in this profession! It's great that you are joining! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@AllisonWMydland Hopefully not the last time! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@tweetoutreach Welcome back Ryan! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @rll004 @VilleBananas We're all at different places in this profession! It's great that you are joining! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
Brothers and sisters, I am Filipe Duarte, tweeting from Canada's Capital, in the True North 🇨🇦 #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Which universities are joining us tonight? #MacroSW https://t.co/gOtqT20Miv

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @mera_jawad: #Swk3100 #Macrosw Hello everyone, I am Mera Jawad, a BSW student at University of Detroit Mercy.

2 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@karenzgoda University of Iowa here! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: Millersville University in the house #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
RT @CyberSocialWork: Great reminder #SWK3100 #macrosw https://t.co/7jNbNcBDvm

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda University of Iowa here! #MacroSW

2 hours ago
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @filipeduarte81: Brothers and sisters, I am Filipe Duarte, tweeting from Canada's Capital, in the True North 🇨🇦 #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Union institute and university. Bsw. Online #macrosw https://t.co/cTGSUdQoBN

Elizabeth Navarro @ladyonthemoon_
Social Work role in the library 😐 I've never thought about this one! #MacroSW

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@karenzgoda University of Alabama at Birmingham #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @spcu…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
Union institute and university. Bsw. Online #macrosw https://t.co/c88egW6Nev https://t.co/mX70E6pt0o

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
Looking forward to a awesome chat. #Macrosw #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@filipeduarte81 Good to see you, Filipe! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @spcu…
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @AllisonWMydland: @karenzgoda University of Alabama at Birmingham #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Stephen Cummings, Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UIowa School of Social Work, and Distance Education Administrator there. #MacroSW https://t.co/VHV2Cet3Fq

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: Social Work role in the library 😊 I've never thought about this one! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @mcoconis: Union institute and university. Bsw. Online #macrosw https://t.co/cTGSUdQoBN

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
I'm Karen Zgoda, #MacroSW #swtech @publicpolicyumb PhD student @McCormackGrad @UMassBoston. Enjoying the last few minutes of Spring Break! https://t.co/xzZAyQFvYC

Konrad A. Greene @konradagreene1
#macrosw Today is an exciting day because we have another chance as Social Workers to make a difference in someone's life.......#sw3100 https://t.co/uq8mNyH7tD

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Stephen Cummings, Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UIowa School of Social Work, and D…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: I'm Karen Zgoda, #MacroSW #swtech @publicpolicyumb PhD student @McCormackGrad @UMassBoston. Enjoying the last few minutes o…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
Hi #MacroSW chatters! Always excited to join the chat! Looking forward to the discussion on the growth of social work in the library system https://t.co/qjIPEB714C
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @KonradAGreene1: #macrosw Today is an exciting day because we have another chance as Social Workers to make a difference in someone’s li…

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @spcummings: Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Stephen Cummings, Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UIowa School of Social Work, and D…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarshAlesia: Hi #MacroSW chatters! Always excited to join the chat! Looking forward to the discussion on the growth of social work in t…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
We’ll do some introductions and then we’ll get started when I post Question 1 in a few minutes! #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
@spcummings @VilleBananas I’m excited to learn!!!! 😊 #macroSW

Gary @itgarythesnail
Good Evening, I am Gary an MSW student from University at Buffalo. #macrosw

Karen 🍀 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Good evening! I’m Stephen, #MacroSW partner, and I’m hosting tonight’s chat!

SNDavis @sndavis5
Hello! My name is Samantha and I am a foundation year MSW student from University at Buffalo. This is my first tweet as well as my first #MacroSW conversation! I love tonight’s topic. This is something I had not considered or thought of before.

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @MarshAlesia: Hi #MacroSW chatters! Always excited to join the chat! Looking forward to the discussion on the growth of social work in t…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@itgarythesnail Welcome to the chat, Gary! #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Stephen Cummings, Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UIowa School of Social Work, and D…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@filipeduarte81 Welcome back Filipe! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
Sunya Folayan. Creative macropractitioner and chat partner with mysterious snd anahing superpowers! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: Social Work role in the library 😐 I’ve never thought about this one! #MacroSW

Janet Joiner @cybersocialwork
Great job Konrad! #SWK3100 #macrosw https://t.co/OmpEBTHC0i

Ninaflore @ninaflore
@karenzgoda Nina from Millersville University #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @spcummings: @rll004 @VilleBananas We’re all at different places in this profession! It’s great that you are joining! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @UBSSW: Hi, This is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the #MacroSW chat! Warm welcoem to all the students joining tonight! http…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @CyberSocialWork: Great reminder #SWK3100 #macrosw https://t.co/7jNbNcBDvm

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW I’m Brandon Mays. A strong Titan representing the University of Detroit Mercy.
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Which universities are joining us tonight? #MacroSW https://t.co/gOtqT20Miv

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @spcu…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings @SNDavis5 Welcome to the chat and to Twitter in general, Samantha! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Special #MacroSW welcome! https://t.co/NxQci8ecEB

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Tonight we’ll be chatting about the role of social workers in public libraries. Over the past few years we’ve seen a trend in social workers either partnering with or being outright hired by public library systems to address the needs of patrons. #MacroSW

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
RT @spcummings: Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Stephen Cummings, Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UIowa School of Social Work, and D…

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
University of Detroit Mercy in the house! #macroSW #SW3100

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW waiting on the moderator to ask question one. Eager to start..

Penny Kathleen Stock @pennykstock1
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @uiowa Hello! I am Penny Stock from UAB’s school of Social Work! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
This is going to be a great night for learning for all of us! #MacroSW #SorryNotSorry 📚📝✍️ 👩‍💻 https://t.co/yP5DQ7Mc7q
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Just in case: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/XH6dxWtYb0 #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted Karen 🏙️ Zgoda (@karenzgoda): #MacroSW
https://t.co/DXOadym60e https://t.co/X3VF7fVtdl

2 hours ago

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@SNDavis5 Hi Samantha! I am interested and ready to get started. This is a topic I have never thought about! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
RT @Roger74428281: #MacroSW waiting on the moderator to ask question one. Eager to start..

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Tonight we’ll be chatting about the role of social workers in public libraries. Over the past few years we’ve seen a trend…

2 hours ago

lajoymorgan @lajoymorgan
Hi #MacroSW #SWK3100 looking forward to this week chat my name is lajoy morgan from UD Mercy
https://t.co/lolzXs1iNT

2 hours ago

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@OfficialMacroSW @eugenedurrah. Welcome aboard! #Macrosw

2 hours ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: Social Work role in the library 😮 I’ve never thought about this one!
#MacroSW

2 hours ago

Alexandria Meranto @afmerant
@karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW University at Buffalo! #macrosw

2 hours ago

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
Zane from Wichita State University, but tonight I’m in Omaha near Creighton :) #macrosw

2 hours ago
Eugene Durrah, LCSW @eugenedurrah
#MacroSW if any students have any questions about obtaining an LCSW in California or about prospective career options please feel free to ask any questions. I would be glad to assist.

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
Hey guys! Very excited about the discussion tonight. Currently on a meeting call, & I’m surprised I haven’t ran out of steam after a long day. #MacroSW https://t.co/BOOiQLlqGt

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q1: How does the library in your community or school serve the community? #MacroSW
https://t.co/Q003zN9XFr

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @spcummings: Tonight we’ll be chatting about the role of social workers in public libraries. Over the past few years we’ve seen a trend…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@SNDavis5 @itgarythesnail and Hi to all the @UBSSW folks! Alums too! @nancy_kusmaul @marshalesia Good to see you all! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q1: How does the library in your community or school serve the community?
#MacroSW https://t.co/Q003zN9XFr

Rebecca Light @rll004
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul Honestly, I would love this job #macroSW #springgrad #COUGHCOUGH

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@VilissaThompson Good evening, Vilissa! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@pennykstock1 @mcoconis One more try - #MacroSW :) https://t.co/CQneizj0oe

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q1 is live! Be sure to respond with A1 in your response and include #MacroSW
https://t.co/Po9l5ZeqmP

2 hours ago

Eugene Durrah, LCSW @eugenedurrah
@spcummings #MacroSW That's really cool. I've also heard about banks such as Wells Fargo hiring MSW students as well.

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: @SNDavis5 @itgarythesnail and Hi to all the @UBSSW folks! Alums too! @nancy_kusmaul @marshalesia Good to see you all! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A1 Buffalo and Erie County Public Library has a large auditorium that hosts conferences, talks, citizen-initiated hearings etc At no cost. We've had two symposia there https://t.co/K9FJ2W2kn7 #MacroSW #PublicService https://t.co/2uY2EuseZy

2 hours ago

Janet Joiner @cybersocialwork
Here is Question 1 #macrosw #SWK3100 https://t.co/hWwVDOQXnq

2 hours ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
@UBSSW @SNDavis5 @itgarythesnail @nancy_kusmaul Hello 👋 back #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
RT @spcummings: Q1 is live! Be sure to respond with A1 in your response and include #MacroSW
https://t.co/Po9l5ZeqmP

2 hours ago

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
Answer 1: Lesson Plan Database an archive of continually growing curriculum activities and resources searchable by grade level, curriculum area and topic. #Macrosw #Sw3100

2 hours ago
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Welcome to #MacroSW! Be sure to use the hashtag in your tweets so we can all learn from you! https://t.co/1iQz8yMsLr

Konrad A. Greene @konradagreene1
#macrosw social workers can be useful in many ways in a library 📚 setting because most people consider the library as a place for resources, however, I would rather see the social worker focus on much needed services......sw3100

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
RT @CyberSocialWork: Here is Question 1 #macrosw #SWK3100 https://t.co/hWwVDOQXnq

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1: Books, of course, computers, education classes, job applications, tax forms, children’s programming, book clubs, foreign language learning. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@UBSSW Wow, that’s excellent #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rl004
@spcummings @UBSSW A1: In my community, the libraries offer free internet services (wifi/desktops/laptops) and have child learning groups. City lib has free printing too I believe as long as you have a (free) membership to any of the county libs #macroSW

Michael A. Dover @michaeladover
#MacroSW Is this the MacroSW chat about social workers as librarians and vice versa?

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Tonight we’ll be chatting about the role of social workers in public libraries. Over the past few years we’ve seen a trend...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A1: provides place for people to access media that normally wuldnt be able to. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q1: How does the library in your community or school serve the community? #MacroSW https://t.co/Q003zN9XFr
Michel Coconis @mcoconis
As a result of this chat I learned our system has SW assistants coming to main libraries to help homeless secure housing. Librarians are trained in resources and how to engage with many issues in library #MacroSW https://t.co/r5nNXWPP7e

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q1 is live! Be sure to respond with A1 in your response and include #MacroSW https://t.co/Po9l5ZeqmP

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
A1 @wichitalibrary serves Wichita in many ways, one that stands out is hosting/facilitating events on social issues. We have a new library opening this year, so excited to see the new ways it will engage Wichita #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @artyia95: Answer 1: Lesson Plan Database an archive of continually growing curriculum activities and resources searchable by grade level...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q1: How does the library in your community or school serve the community? #MacroSW https://t.co/Q003zN9XFr

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
A1: My library offers private sessions to help students individually #MacroSW

David McCollum @villebananas
A1: I think anyone who lives in Millersville Borough has free access to the Millersville University library and all of its resources. #macrosw

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q1 is live! Be sure to respond with A1 in your response and include #MacroSW https://t.co/Po9l5ZeqmP

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
A1. In the Detroit area our Detroit Public library has a program called TIP which offers resources for its patrons #macrosw #swk3100
Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A2: default afternoon day shelter for people who are homeless #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
As noted in the blog post: The Ferguson library received national attention as a safe haven: https://t.co/Y3Xw2lOczE #MacroSW

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW library in my school is very efficient and effective with assisting others. #MacroSW

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
A1 The library is a place of knowledge, at the library if you are in need of how to obtain any information or services the library has the information through books and other software to lead you in the right direction in your community #macrosw #swk3100

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
The library in my community serves the community by allowing them to come in using computers for job searching and other resources. It also allows the community to come in to read to the children and speak with them about the importance of reading. #macrosw #swk3100

Elizabeth Navarro ☽ @ladyonthemoon_
Q1 I actually have no idea- i imagine they oer some type of literacy class or workshops for children #MacroSW

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
A1: my library has amazing programs for kids and free yoga classes for anyone! #MacroSW #SWK3100

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
A1: It's a vital part of the community. I've enjoyed going to the library since a child. It's where I've used the Internet before I got it at home, able to print & fax, & accessing eBooks. I couldn't imagine what my upbringing would've been like without it. #MacroSW https://t.co/b28rnziNzt

Rebecca Light @rll004
@nancy_kusmaul Yes! One of our county libs has a class for seniors and those without knowledge of tech. Excel, word, office, windows, etc. Great for all community members! #macroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@AllisonWMydland Allison: That’s great to hear. Is this a community or academic library? #MacroSW

Gary @itgarythesnail
A1 in Queens NY the public library helped individuals obtain a NYC ID. They also provide various services to the community. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW Hi, Sunya! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
@UBSSW Hey Pat! 😊 #MacroSW

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
A1 The library in my community offer technology training in this fast-paced digital era. #swk3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q1 is live! Be sure to respond with A1 in your response and include #MacroSW https://t.co/Po9l5ZeqmP

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Libraries are safe, neutral meeting places and our libraries have been renovated with public interaction for resource connection. #luckycbus #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@tweetoutreach Ryan: Yes, that’s great. We see a lot of this in the news and in research. #MacroSW

izzy @izzycalcaterra
@spcummings A1. The library in my community has books for all ages and it offers a wide variety of subjects for obtaining information. It has online periodicals and newspapers. Also, there is a lending library of audiobooks and DVD’s. #MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/82tawIN0yc

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
Q1: #SWK3100 #Macrosw the library in my community is a place where you can go to learn about computers, read books, and get your taxes done. It is also a safe haven sometime for the homeless
Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@spcummings This is an academic library. In my community, our library helps raise money for children to have free eye exams #MacroSW

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
Wichita's library also has research software available on site. One of the programs is a database to help folks locate grant opportunities #macrosw

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A1: The library serve my community in one way by giving young unfortunate children an outlet. A place of refuge. During the summer months in provide a cool place to gather. Winter seasons it also provide a place for people to warm up. Some libraries provide coffee.

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
A1: The library in my community serves the individuals in my community by allowing them to take advantage of the resources that are available. Overall, the library provides assets by allowing individuals to research and expand their knowledge. #Macrosw #swk3100

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A1(3): host to events, awareness, discussions for local social issues #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @artyia95: Answer 1: Lesson Plan Database an archive of continually growing curriculum activities and resources searchable by grade leve…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @itgarythesnail: A1 in Queens NY the public library helped individuals obtain a NYC ID. They also provide various services to the commu…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
I spy University of Iowa, Millserville, University of Buffalo, University of Maryland Baltimore, University of Detroit Mercy, Tuskegee University, University of Southern California School of Social Work & University of Alabama at Birmingham! #MacroSW https://t.co/YITNEBPXyT

Krystal Washburn @kalw722
RT @spcummings: Q1: How does the library in your community or school serve the community? #MacroSW https://t.co/Q003zN9XFr
@ubssw: A1: my library has amazing programs for kids and free yoga classes for anyone! #MacroSW #SWK3100

@ubssw: Q1 I actually have no idea- i imagine they offer some type of literacy class or workshops for children #MacroSW

@sunyafolayan: Hello! I have missed you!:)#Macrosw

@ubssw: The library in my community serves the community by allowing them to come in using computers for job searching and other re...

@ponsum: A1: It’s a vital part of the community. I’ve enjoyed going to the library since a child. It’s where I’ve used the Inte...

@spcummings: The library in my community serves the community by allowing them to come in using computers for job searching and other re...

@reallizzied: ❤️ #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/I23VR6l1j9

@ubssw: A1: Books, of course, computers, education classes, job applications, tax forms, children’s programming, book clubs, for...

@overcomeobbys: Exactly, before I could afford a computer I went to the library #swk3100 #MacroSW
David McCollum @villebananas
A1: Additionally, if you have a Millersville University student ID/library card, you have access to Kanopy, a video streaming service (kind of like Netflix) with a lot of academic and educational documentaries. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @artyia95: Answer 1: Lesson Plan Database an archive of continually growing curriculum activities and resources searchable by grade leve…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: As noted in the blog post: The Ferguson library received national attention as a safe haven: https://t.co/Y3Xw2lOczE #Macro…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilleBananas: A1: Additionally, if you have a Millersville University student ID/library card, you have access to Kanopy, a video strea…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @itgarythesnail: A1 in Queens NY the public library helped individuals obtain a NYC ID. They also provide various services to the commu…

Rebecca Light @rll004
A1: my college lib (@LVC) is open to community members, and they can access all of the resources there as well. Tech, book, video, online resources. Very good resources for the community #macroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@overcomeobbys Rosemary: That’s the mission I’ve encountered in my local library, as well. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @bangieb926: The library in my community serves the community by allowing them to come in using computers for job searching and other re…

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
@karenzgoda #MacroSW and Wichita State!
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: I spy University of Iowa, Millersville, University of Maryland Baltimore, University of Detroit Merc…

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
#macroSW #SW3100 A1. computer, GED classes. employment asst. therapeutic coloring. research asst.

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A1: The library serve my community in one way by giving young unfortunate children an outlet. A place of refu…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @PraxisPod: Wichita's library also has research software available on site. One of the programs is a database to help folks locate grant…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @AllisonWMydland: @spcummings This is an academic library. In my community, our library helps raise money for children to have free eye…

KP @kp06789931
A1. Libraries are important cornerstones of a healthy community. College students often use the library to get information for school or personal use. Our libraries are a rare and unique with unsurmountable resources. #SW3100 #MACROsw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @lajoymorgan: Q1: #SWK3100 #Macrosw the library in my community is a place where you can go to learn about computers, read books, and ge…

Cierra Samanka @cierrasamanka
A1: the library offers people of the community access to a plethora of knowledge through books as well as reading programs for children and adults and access to the internet for people who do not have access at home. Sometimes my community library offers classes too! #MacroSW

Channey burrell @ms_channey
Q1. The library in my school, University of Detroit serves its clientele by providing access to many books that can be checked out or used while sitting in the library. The clientele also can use the printer for a fee. #Macrosw #Swk3100
Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Union institute and university too #macrosw https://t.co/Cwxc1HIC7V

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: A1 The library in my community offer technology training in this fast-paced digital era. #swk3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @itgarythesnail: A1 in Queens NY the public library helped individuals obtain a NYC ID. They also provide various services to the commu...

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A1: The library serve my community in one way by giving young unfortunate children an outlet. A place of refu...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
It's so great to have all these institutions represented here tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/AiLNd105zw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @rll004: @nancy_kusmaul Yes! One of our county libs has a class for seniors and those without knowledge of tech. Excel, word, office, wi...

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
@spcummings A1: our library offers computers w/ internet, a knitting club, Minecraft club, lego club, classes for computer use, and has an art gallery! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: It's a vital part of the community. I've enjoyed going to the library since a child. It's where I've used the Inte...

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw #MacroSW https://t.co/kOAOyDK6Ac
Ghadear Eid @eitdh
@spcummings A1: The library in my school serves the community by giving us all the resources we need in order to obtain the knowledge and information we need. Giving us different articles, books, sites, etc; a different perspective! #SWK3100 #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@SNDavis5 Welcome, Samantha! #Macrosw

2 hours ago

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
Union institute and university too #macrosw https://t.co/1IPWCAG1V7 https://t.co/hht3iJyQMj

2 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @SunyaFolayan: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Hello! I have missed you!:) #Macrosw

2 hours ago

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A1: The library serve my community in one way by giving young unfortunate children an outlet. A place of refu…

2 hours ago

Kimberly Street @caregivinglivin
#MacroSW in Baltimore is in full effect. 8 students divided into pairs and covering 4 branches. We are running 2 mutual support groups and at the high volume branches. Referrals, program development and groups have kept us pretty busy, expanding to 2 more branches next year....

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: It's so great to have all these institutions represented here tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/AiLNd105zw

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @KP06789931: A1. Libraries are important cornerstones of a healthy community. College students often use the library to get information…

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @elyse_bender: #macroSW #SW3100 A1. computer, GED classes. employment asst. therapeutic coloring. research asst.
Mera Jawad @mera_jawad
A1: #macrosw #swk3100 I believe that the public library serves my community by providing a variety of resources and services to meet the needs of individuals and groups for education, information and personal developmental purposes.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q2 is coming up in just 1 minute! #MacroSW

izzy @izzycalcaterra
@realLizzieD Wow! I’ve never heard of library that has yoga classes. So cool! #MacroSW #SWK3100

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@SunyaFolayan @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/1gRISYe5rk

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A1: Not only does the library provide some form of shelter but most importantly it contains unlimited information and great resources from job placement, resume builder, and internet access. Many unfortunate adults and children take advantage of these free services.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @rll004: @nancy_kusmaul Yes! One of our county libs has a class for seniors and those without knowledge of tech. Excel, word, office, wi…

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
love your answer elyse #macrosw #swk3100 https://t.co/rXigN7oidM

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarshAlesia: @spcummings A1: our library offers computers w/ internet, a knitting club, Minecraft club, lego club, classes for computer…

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
A2: The library is changing in my community by using more technology based resources. For example: I am able to use my school library by locating articles through the library website. #macrosw #swk3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
I’ve gotta get in on that Minecraft club (we have one here, too) #MacroSW https://t.co/M0eCJq0LaC
**Ninaflore @ninaflore**
@spcummings A1. I believe the library in my community do a great job serving the members of our community. I do not usually use the public library; however, I've hear good things from a couple of my patients that uses it for job applications and other needs. #MacroSW

**#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw**
RT @artyia95: Answer 1: Lesson Plan Database an archive of continually growing curriculum activities and resources searchable by grade level...

**#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw**
RT @spcummings: As noted in the blog post: The Ferguson library received national attention as a safe haven: https://t.co/Y3Xw2lOczE #Macro...

**#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw**
RT @itgarythesnail: A1 in Queens NY the public library helped individuals obtain a NYC ID. They also provide various services to the commu...

**Artyia Millhouse @artyia95**
Answer 2: Its more information being provide through pamphlets for the public. #Macrosw #sw3100

**#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw**
RT @bangieb926: The library in my community serves the community by allowing them to come in using computers for job searching and other re...

**Rebecca Light @rll004**
A1: sometimes they offer events to help with taxes, register to vote, complete advance directives, and other forms that need to be printed/witnessed/mailed/submitted/etc #macroSW

**Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter**
Hello #macrosw, I'm so late but trying to get back in the swing of things.

**UB-Social Work @ubssw**
RT @izzycalcaterra: @realLizzieD Wow! I've never heard of library that has yoga classes. So cool! #MacroSW #SWK3100
Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW A3. Social workers aid the libraries by using the material there for data and give information on how to better serve consumers #SW3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: It's so great to have all these institutions represented here tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/AiLnD105zw

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q2 is coming up in just 1 minute! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Caregivinglivin: #MacroSW in Baltimore is in full effect. 8 students divided into pairs and covering 4 branches. We are running 2 mutua…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @Batoul9090: A2: The library is changing in my community by using more technology based resources. For example: I am able to use my scho…

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A1: Not only does the library provide some form of shelter but most importantly it contains unlimited informa…

Penny Kathleen Stock @pennykstock1
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1- Our community library supports social and civic groups by allowing them to meet in their facility as well as promote upcoming events. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @MsAlandis: love your answer elyse #macrosw #swk3100 https://t.co/rXigN7oidM

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q2. How is the library in your community changing to adapt to the needs of the community? What have you experienced? #MacroSW https://t.co/bY8msevTjW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Columbus public library built in social services into new strategic plan. #macrosw
Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
A1: Public libraries are inclusive, free, classless, intergerational and intersectional. They offer different activities to the community. A tool for activism and community organizing. #MacroSW
https://t.co/JAgGJGPhtF

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
Columbus public library built in social services into new strategic plan. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Batoul9090: A2: The library is changing in my community by using more technology based resources. For example: I am able to use my scho…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@MsAlandis Great to see you again tonight Alandis! #MacroSW

Ghadear Eid @eidtgh
@realLizzieD Yoga classes?! That's awesome! What library is that? #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@PraxisPod @karenzgoda Shockers in the house! #macrosw I’m from Kansas, too. :)

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@spcummings A1: This is an academic library. In my community, our library helps raise money for children to have free eye exams #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: My mom just got her taxes done for free at the library! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q2. How is the library in your community changing to adapt to the needs of the community? What have you experienced? #Macro…
UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @mcoconis: Columbus public library built in social services into new strategic plan. #macrosw

2 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@Caregivinglivin That's amazing! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @artyia95: Answer2: Its more information being provide through pamphlets for the public. #Macrosw #sw3100

2 hours ago

Vesperaz35 @queencaptainlzv
RT @bangieb926: The library in my community serves the community by allowing them to come in using computers for job searching and other re…

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@filipeduarte81 That's great to hear. It illustrates how libraries have adapted. #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @rll004: A1: sometimes they offer events to help with taxes, register to vote, complete advance directives, and other forms that need to…

an hour ago

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@VeterinarySWK Yes! Everything is becoming technology based! #Macrosw #swk3100

an hour ago

David McCollum @villebananas
A1: The library in my hometown, Cleve J. Fredricksen Library, has monthly events in children, teens, and adults. Some of the upcoming events include learning about buying/selling real estate, a sensory play and music therapy event, and various book club meetings. #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubsw
@porndaughter Good to see you , Kristin! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
@spcummings It’s an awesome resource for families! I’m about to check it out-my school kiddos make it sound like FUN #MacroSW

an hour ago
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  RT @mcoconis: Union institute and university too #macrosw https://t.co/Cwxc1HIC7V

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  RT @PraxisPod: @karenzgoda #MacroSW and Wichita State!

UB-Social Work @ubssw  RT @Batoul9090: @VeterinarySWK Yes! Everything is becoming technology based! #Macrosw #swk3100

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  A2: Our library system is doing a lot of physical plant changes to allow them to expand services such as more classes and more computers. #MacroSW

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender  I hadn’t visited my local library in a long time but when I found out 2nites topic, I had 2 go & c wats going on. #macroSW #SW3100

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter  RT @spcummings: As noted in the blog post: The Ferguson library received national attention as a safe haven: https://t.co/Y3Xw2lOczE #Macrosw #swk3100

Ghadear Eid @eidtgh  RT @mera_jawad: A1: #macrosw #swk3100 I believe that the public library serves my community by providing a variety of resources and servic…

Mera Jawad @mera_jawad  #swk3100 #MacroSw That’s awesome👍 https://t.co/tl3jMkoLLs

UB-Social Work @ubssw  RT @filipeduarte81: A1: Public libraries are inclusive, free, classless, intergerational and intersectional. They offer different activitie…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  RT @OfficialMacroSW: 👇👇👇 #MacroSW https://t.co/b01tEXRhEU
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: A1: My mom just got her taxes done for free at the library! #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: My mom just got her taxes done for free at the library! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 👏👏👏 #MacroSW https://t.co/b01tEXRhEU

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@UBSSW @porndaughter Great to see you here, Kristin! #MacrosW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @filipeduarte81 That's great to hear. It illustrates how libraries have adapted. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 👏👏👏 #MacroSW https://t.co/b01tEXRhEU

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW Roger W A good social worker can mainly serve our youth by being inspirational by guiding them in learning. #SW3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilleBananas: A1: The library in my hometown, Cleve J. Fredricksen Library, has monthly events in children, teens, and adults. Some of…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q2. How is the library in your community changing to adapt to the needs of the community? What have you experienced? #Macro...

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@artyia95 I agree! The database is a beneficial resource! #swk3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A1 Our Central Library has a cafe for the hordes of coffee fiends! https://t.co/Jb4BtvPdvG #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q2. How is the library in your community changing to adapt to the needs of the community? What have you experienced? #Macro...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarshAlesia: @spcummings It’s an awesome resource for families! I’m about to check it out—my school kiddos make it sound like FUN #Macro...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Our library system is doing a lot of physical plant changes to allow them to expand services such as more classes an...

Mera Jawad @mera_jawad
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A1: Not only does the library provide some form of shelter but most importantly it contains unlimited informa...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@mdsocialwork doing great work. #macrosw https://t.co/gkhNC8dubp

Rebecca Light @rll004
A2: more technology! Also more classes to keep up with changing time. I found that it's becoming a more welcoming place for teens as well (probably bc of tech) which is important in the community #macroSW

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
A1: The library @ my school provides us w/ direct help with research-related information and how to navigate the computers in order to get the most out of their software. They also help us learn about the huge variety of books available 4 our learning experience! #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
A2 I haven’t been to my community library in a while but I have taken advantage of computer classes and the use of the computers #MacroSW #SWK 3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @elyse_bender: I hadn’t visited my local library in a long time but when I found out 2nites topic, I had 2 go & c wats going on. #macro...
lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
I like your answer #MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/lGPuScISBW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q2 (Continued): a way to think about this: Why are social workers becoming more relevant in the library setting? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Roger74428281: #MacroSW Roger W A good social worker can mainly serve our youth by being inspirational by guiding them in learning. #SW…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q2 (Continued): a way to think about this: Why are social workers becoming more relevant in the library setting? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @elyse_bender: I hadn’t visited my local library in a long time but when I found out 2nites topic , I had 2 go & c wats going on. #macro…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@UBSSW Same here at University of iowa! #MacroSW

Kimberly Street @caregivinglivin
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @UMBC @mdsocialwork #MacroSW ....Its a small world, Hi Nancy and hello to all of my new friends. The library serves as a safe haven for many of the individuals. Two of the 4 branches we serve often have upwards to 10 or more people waiting for the doors to open

Janet Joiner @cybersocialwork
RT @spcummings: Q2. How is the library in your community changing to adapt to the needs of the community? What have you experienced? #Macro…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @rll004: A2: more technology! Also more classes to keep up with changing time. I found that it’s becoming a more welcoming place for tee…
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @VilleBananas: A1: The library in my hometown, Cleve J. Fredricksen Library, has monthly events in children, teens, and adults. Some of…

Cierra Samanka @cierrasamanka
A2: The library in my community offers classes specific to the needs of community members. For example, if they see that many people are stressed out, they provide coloring nights and stress free activities #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @PKetzner: A1 I haven’t been to my community library in a while but I have taken advantage of computer classes and the use of the comput…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @porndaughter: A1 My mom just got her taxes done for free at the library! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @CierraSamanka: A2: The library in my community offers classes specific to the needs of community members. For example, if they see that…

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW I love this. :) #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @pennykstock1: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1- Our community library supports social and civic groups by allowing them to meet in thei…

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@PKetzner Glad to hear that Pat! Hopefully you will go soon! #swk3100 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @Caregivinglivin: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @UMBC @mdsocialwork #MacroSW ....Its a small world, Hi Nancy and hello to all of my ne…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q2 (Continued): a way to think about this: Why are social workers becoming more relevant in the library setting? #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: @NSF research work I am doing with @sagesurfer I interviewed a few consumers and the library really helped them apply for benefits. #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A2: partnered w/me to revise policies affecting homeless patrons #TraumaInformed; provided free phone placed in foyer; partner on issues #MacroSW

Ghadeer Eid @eidity
RT @MarleenRubio: A1: The library @ my school provides us w/ direct help with research-related information and how to navigate the computer…

Mera Jawad @mera_jawad
RT @MarleenRubio: A1: The library @ my school provides us w/ direct help with research-related information and how to navigate the computer…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @MarleenRubio: A1: The library @ my school provides us w/ direct help with research-related information and how to navigate the computer…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @rll004: A2: more technology! Also more classes to keep up with changing time. I found that it's becoming a more welcoming place for tee…

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A2: My library has changed drastically. When I was younger, all I seen were librarians. No social workers. I experienced social workers really adressing the needs of many unfortunate people that come and just sit in the library. Major change and adaptation.

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @Caregivinglivin: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @UMBC @mdsocialwork #MacroSW ....Its a small world, Hi Nancy and hello to all of my ne…

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
A1) research on how to copy write and patent ur invention or idea shocked me.#macroSW #SW3100
Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
A1: Our library is changing by being open longer and having arts and crafts over the summer to give kids who are at home all day a place to go. #MacroSW

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A2: I have received flyers at my home asking for the community to come out to give some ideas on what the library could do to help more within the community. I know there have been meetings held, but due to work schedule I haven't been able to make any. #macrosw #swk3100

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
@Batoul9090 I love how you worded this answer😊 #Macrosw #Sw3100

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
RT @rll004: A1: sometimes they offer events to help with taxes, register to vote, complete advance directives, and other forms that need to…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: @NSF research work I am doing with @sagesurfer I interviewed a few consumers and the library really helped them apply…

Gary @itgarythesnail
A2: My library has slowly begun to add more Asian books and DVDs, to better cater to the large Asian community. #macrosw

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
A2: my library has many activities and programs for seniors and an area designated for seniors as well❤️ #MacroSW #SWK3100

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Caregivinglivin: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @UMBC @mdsocialwork #MacroSW ....Its a small world, Hi Nancy and hello to all of my ne…

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
A2 In my community the library tries to help out, by referring individual to the proper location to get the help they need or they have someone to help them fill out the proper paperwork to receive assistance through workshops etc… #macrosw # swk3100
Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
RT @MarleenRubio: A1: The library @ my school provides us w/ direct help with research-related information and how to navigate the computer…

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
RT @Batoul9090: A2: The library is changing in my community by using more technology based resources. For example: I am able to use my scho…

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A2: My library has changed drastically. When I was younger, all I seen were librarians. No social workers. I…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: A1: @NSF research work I am doing with @sagesurfer I interviewed a few consumers and the library really helped them apply…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A2 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Pervasive #poverty #homelessness Lack of resources etc- thus #SocialWork can help meet these needs #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A2: Social workers are more relevant because the services libraries provide in the modern world are about increasing access to resources to empower individuals. Sounds like social work to me. @spcummings #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
A2: Better tech access with additional computers, providing fax services, & eBooks offered. Our library has kept up with the changing times pretty well, which has been appreciated. #MacroSW https://t.co/E3efzR18ZT

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
RT @overcomeobbsys: A2 In my community the library tries to help out, by referring individual to the proper location to get the help they ne…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: Better tech access with additional computers, providing fax services, & eBooks offered. Our library has kept up wi…
Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@spcummings A2 Social workers are becoming more relevant at the libraries because they offer social services to those in need. Ex. Preparing people for job interviews #MacroSW #swk3100

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW Roger .W. Have more seminars and learning sessions to bring more of the community together to accomplish the enviromental goals. Unify. #SW3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Social workers are more relevant because the services libraries provide in the modern world are about increasing acc…

David McCollum @villebananas
A2: A few months ago I read about some librarians being trained on how to use naloxone because of the rampant use of opioids and overdoses in their libraries. #macrosw

izzy @izzycalcaterra
@spcummings A2. The library in my community has expanded in size which allows for additional resources. The electronic resources have expanded and have become much more modernized within the last few years. #MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/IqZabuP1QI

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @artyia95: @Batoul9090 I love how you worded this answer🤔 #Macrosw #Sw3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzzPtz #macroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @overcomeobbys: A2 In my community the library tries to help out, by referring individual to the proper location to get the help they ne…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @itgarythesnail: A2: My library has slowly begun to add more Asian books and DVDs, to better cater to the large Asian community. #mac…
Cierra Samanka @cierrasamanka
A2: social workers are becoming more relevant in library settings because a great majority of people who utilize the library are homeless or living below the poverty line. #MacroSW

Karen 🍓 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tweetoutreach: A2: partnered w/me to revise policies affecting homeless patrons 
#TraumaInformed; provided free phone placed in foyer; p…

la joy morgan @la joymorgan
A2) #SWK3100 #MacroSW The libraries that are still open in my community have adapted to help the people in many ways. Like have access to a computer and providing them with different resources like tax preparation and GED training

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @bangieb926: A2: I have received flyers at my home asking for the community to come out to give some ideas on what the library could do…

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@spcummings A2: Our library is changing by being open longer and having arts and crafts over the summer to give kids who are at home all day a place to go. This may require a social worker to facilitate ways for the children to get transportation. #MacroSW

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @elyse_bender: A1) research on how to copy write and patent ur invention or idea shocked me.#macroSW #SW3100

Tuwana T Wingfield @twingfiet
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Social workers are more relevant because the services libraries provide in the modern world are about increasing acc…

Channey burrell @ms-channey
Q2. The library in my community is nothing like I experienced when I was a child. When I was a child the library was opened all of the time and had plenty of events but now the hours are part-time with little to no activities. But the library still offers computers and…
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @UBSSW: A2 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Pervasive #poverty #homelessness Lack of resources etc- thus #SocialWork can help meet these nee…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VeterinarySWK: @spcummings A2 Social workers are becoming more relevant at the libraries because they offer social services to those in…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @tweetoutreach: A2: partnered w/me to revise policies affecting homeless patrons #TraumaInformed; provided free phone placed in foyer; p…

Tuwana T Wingfield @twingfiet
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: Better tech access with additional computers, providing fax services, & eBooks offered. Our library has kept up wi…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A2 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Pervasive #poverty #homelessness Lack of resources etc- thus #SocialWork can help meet these nee…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: A1: @NSF research work I am doing with @sagesurfer I interviewed a few consumers and the library really helped them apply…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @izzycalcaterra: A2. The library in my community has expanded in size which allows for additional resources. The electronic…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: Better tech access with additional computers, providing fax services, & eBooks offered. Our library has kept up wi…
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@VilleBananas Wow, kinda scary. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@CierraSamanka This seems to be part of the trend observed at libraries across the country. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: @spcummings A2 Social workers are becoming more relevant at the libraries because they offer social services to those in...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CierraSamanka: A2: social workers are becoming more relevant in library settings because a great majority of people who utilize the lib...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: A2 Social workers are becoming more relevant at the libraries because they offer social services to those in...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz...

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
@Brandon46294682 @PKetzner Wonderful answer thumbsup #Macrosw #Sw3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz...

Rebecca Light @rll004
@VilleBananas That’s interesting. Sad that it’s happening, but that’s a good resource for them to have. Maybe policy will change with the help of lib staff/SW #macroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@Ms_Channelly I wonder if this is due to budget? or other factors? #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
So our community library system hired an MSW turned librarian for a new position as ‘outreach coordinator’ 😊 #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @bangieb926: A2: I have received flyers at my home asking for the community to come out to give some ideas on what the library could do…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @CierraSamanka: A2: social workers are becoming more relevant in library settings because a great majority of people who utilize the lib…

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
@pennykstock1 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Wow, that's awesome! It is good to know that advocates can promote their events at a safe place such as a library! #SWK3100 #MacroSW

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
A2) #SWK3100 #MacroSW the library is also a place that the homeless go to escape the cold and to find resources they also have health fairs for people with no insurance.

Ninaflore @ninaflore
@spcummings A2. Honestly from my perspective, I do not think many people use the public library as they used too. The library is at our finger tips for those who have access. Social workers are relevant in the library setting because of the outreach aspect and the needs their. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@porndaughter @VilleBananas Yes -- this seems to be part of a problem libraries are now addressing #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarshAlesia: So our community library system hired an MSW turned librarian for a new position as ‘outreach coordinator’ 😊 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @MarshAlesia: So our community library system hired an MSW turned librarian for a new position as ‘outreach coordinator’ 😊 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MarshAlesia: So our community library system hired an MSW turned librarian for a new position as ‘outreach coordinator’ 😊 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @Ms_Channey I wonder if this is due to budget? or other factors? #MacroSW

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
A2. I'll be going soon to check out what's new at my local branch #swk3100 #MacroSW

KP @kp06789931
A2. More resources of information have been added since my last visit. Libraries can help improve mental health just having contact with a person that's lonely and want human interaction. More computers have been installed and more staff have been hired. #SW3100 #MACROsw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Seth Godin: “The librarian is no longer a guardian of valuable books, but a curator of curiosity, passion and interest.” https://t.co/dn0WatNRnM @ThisIsSethsBlog #MacroSW

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
Wichita's new library was designed to meet the communities needs and wants https://t.co/9HbXXv7CYM #MacroSW

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
Makes sense that a library does referrals! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/yKGC9YeCrp

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarleenRubio: @pennykstock1 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Wow, that's awesome! It is good to know that advocates can promote their event…
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
For a second there I thought I was actually caught up on all #MacroSW tweets! https://t.co/4VQMOl1Kc3

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @porndaughter @VilleBananas Yes -- this seems to be part of a problem libraries are now addressing #MacroSW

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW A6). Roger.W Development Policy. Informs public of the principles that govern collection development. Constitutes a public declaration of the library commitment to the principle of free access. #SW3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @porndaughter: A1: @NSF research work I am doing with @sagesurfer I interviewed a few consumers and the library really helped them apply…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Seth Godin: “The librarian is no longer a guardian of valuable books, but a curator of curiosity, passion and interest.” ht…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @PraxisPod: Wichita’s new library was designed to meet the communities needs and wants https://t.co/9HbXXv7CYM #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @MarshAlesia: So our community library system hired an MSW turned librarian for a new position as ‘outreach coordinator’ 😊 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Seth Godin: “The librarian is no longer a guardian of valuable books, but a curator of curiosity, passion and interest.” ht…
Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@Ms_Channy Budget was the first thought that popped into my mind as well. #MacroSW #swk3100

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q2: I know when I volunteered for @HillaryClinton the library was a good place to register people to vote. I hope for the mid-term elections it can become a place for people to be politically active if they want to. #MacrosW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Seth Godin: “The librarian is no longer a guardian of valuable books, but a curator of curiosity, passion and interest.” ht...

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @spcummings: Seth Godin: “The librarian is no longer a guardian of valuable books, but a curator of curiosity, passion and interest.” ht...

Konrad A. Greene @konradagreene1
#macrosw A2: The DPL has always been an effective resource for the community. They try to stay up to date with technology as it relates to the latest in innovation in mi and around the world..........sw3100

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
A2: In a commodified society public libraries are the end of the road for the most in need. Free services like internet, filling taxes, language exchange groups etc. They were able to adapt themselves to tech and accessibility needs. #MacroSW https://t.co/PO3ZJdZm9q

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A1 oops forgot this for Q1: It holds noontime programs on local history (2 US Presidents were from Buffalo) or special dates, e.g. observing March as Women’s History Month or for March 8 = #InternationalWomensDay https://t.co/DOBrygsp8t #macroSW https://t.co/mN0mJsyLh8

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
RT @lajoymorgan: A2) #SWK3100 #MacroSW the library is also a place that the homeless go to escape the cold and to find resources they also…
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @Roger74428281: #MacroSW A6). Roger.W Development Policy. Informs public of the principles that govern collection development. Constitut…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @spcummings: Check out this article on how libraries are confronting the problem of drug overdoses on the premises: https://t.co/VRPjWzz…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @realLizzieD: Makes sense that a library does referrals! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/yKGC9YeCrp

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: For a second there I thought I was actually caught up on all #MacroSW tweets! https://t.co/4VQMOl1Kc3

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @porndaughter: Q2: I know when I volunteered for @HillaryClinton the library was a good place to register people to vote. I hope for the…

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
@rll004 How great! It sounds like a service directed place for the community, I wish more public libraries were this diverse! Are the people providing the services paid employees or volunteers? #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @filipeduarte81: A2: In a commodified society public libraries are the end of the road for the most in need. Free services like internet…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Q2: I know when I volunteered for @HillaryClinton the library was a good place to register people to vote. I hope for the…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@OfficialMacroSW It was all an illusion #MacroSW https://t.co/pdDbsnuCLi
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: Q2: I know when I volunteered for @HillaryClinton the library was a good place to register people to vote. I hope for the…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Roger74428281: #MacroSW A6). Roger.W Development Policy. Informs public of the principles that govern collection development. Constitut…

Kristie Holmes @drkristie
@spcummings Tutoring for kids (Free). #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @UBSSW: A1 oops forgot this for Q1: It holds noontime programs on local history (2 US Presidents were from Buffalo) or special dates, e.…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PraxisPod: Wichita’s new library was designed to meet the communities needs and wants https://t.co/9HbXXv7CYM #MacroSW

Elizabeth Navarro ☽ @ladyonthemoon_
Q2 Our public library has begun to provide passport services for the community in anticipation of domestic flight law changes #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: Q2: I know when I volunteered for @HillaryClinton the library was a good place to register people to vote. I hope for the…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @MarleenRubio: @rll004 How great! It sounds like a service directed place for the community, I wish more public libraries were this dive…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @OfficialMacroSW It was all an illusion #MacrosW https://t.co/pdDbsnuCLI
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrKristie: @spcummings Tutoring for kids (Free). #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: Q2 Our public library has begun to provide passport services for the community in anticipation of domestic flight law c…

an hour ago

Kimberly Street @caregivinglivin
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW #Macrosw A2. The libraries have really expanded their programming and collaborate with service providers as part of their regular programming. UMSSW is on alternate days of the "Lawyer in the Library Program".

an hour ago

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A2: Libraries are definitely adapting to the demand of providing more technology and computers for users.

an hour ago

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
A2) a safe place for the homeless to receive needed resource information #macroSW #SW3100

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@porndaughter @HillaryClinton That's a good point and I'll be covering that a bit more tonight #MacroSW

an hour ago

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
So important!#MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/qy5AlbXYHK

an hour ago

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
@KP06789931 I so agree with that. So many people are so afraid to talk about mental health. Mental health is real. Sometimes people just need that person to listen to them. #macrosw #swk3100

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q3 coming up in one minute! #MacroSW

an hour ago
Alexandria Meranto @afmerant
@spcummings My library is definitely trying to appeal to kids and teen and teach them about various types of tech (video/audio recording, 3d printing). To be honest, I think there is quite a disconnect between what my library invests in and what the patrons actually could use/need. #macroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A2: Libraries are definitely adapting to the demand of providing more technology and computers for users.

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @elyse_bender: A2) a safe place for the homeless to receive needed resource information #macroSW #SW3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q3: How do social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission? #MacroSW https://t.co/6zdV0gWbOW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @porndaughter @HillaryClinton That's a good point and I'll be covering that a bit more tonight #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@LadyOnTheMoon_ #macrosw. Ours too! I’d forgotten about that! And they provide passport services on the weekends which is a great help for working families.

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q2: Since so much information is available online it seems in my community the library is becoming a meeting place. #MacroSW

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
@LadyOnTheMoon_ Wow that's was a good idea #macrosw #swk3100

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK3100 #MacroSW I like your answer they are a place for absentee ballots https://t.co/CwHwimBDur
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @realLizzieD: So important! #MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/qy5AlbXYHK

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@Ninaflore @spcummings This is very true! I visited the library more when my son was younger, but now that he’s 16yrs old, we rarely go. I volunteer sometimes with my therapy dog, kids love to read to him. #MacroSW #swk3100

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @DrKristie: @spcummings Tutoring for kids (Free). #macrosw

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
Nice way to put it! #MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/CMaJREC5xW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @bangieb926: @KP06789931 I so agree with that. So many people are so afraid to talk about mental health. Mental health is real. Somet...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q3: How do social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission? #MacroSW https://t.co/6zdV0gWbOW

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
@MarleenRubio @rllo04 the library programs are awarded grants to staff the social workers #swk3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@DrKristie @spcummings Great to see you tonight Kristie! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @spcummings: Seth Godin: “The librarian is no longer a guardian of valuable books, but a curator of curiosity, passion and interest.” ht...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q3 is live! #MacroSW https://t.co/7raRjBO0AL
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @porndaughter: Q2: Since so much information is available online it seems in my community the library is becoming a meeting place. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
What are domestic flight law changes? #macrosw elizabeth navarro https://t.co/Ylw4EGUtFb

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q3: How do social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission? #MacroSW https://t.co/6zdvoWb0W

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
What are domestic flight law changes? #macrosw elizabeth navarro https://t.co/LKzGnlTGsZ https://t.co/Gg7X2WMI CC

Tuwana T Wingfield @twingfiet
Good evening everyone. Sorry I'm late to joining. SWKr's in libraries is a needed asset to the community. Tonight's chat is timely. #MacroSW

Elizabeth Navarro ☾ @ladyonthemoon_
RT @porndaughter: Q2: Since so much information is available online it seems in my community the library is becoming a meeting place. #MacroSW

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
Answer 3: Social workers can enhance human well being and help meet basic human needs of all people with particular attention to the needs and empowerment of people who are vulnerable, oppressed, and living in poverty #Macrosw #Sw3100

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
@UBSSW Wow what a great idea #SWK3100 #macroSW

David McCollum @villebananas
A2: Here's the Reddit thread where I first learned about the librarians being trained in naloxone and all of social work skills that come along with being a librarian: https://t.co/AOPY8mYgfn #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@MarleenRubio I like what he had to say in his blog post. #MacroSW @ThisIsSethsBlog
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q3: How do social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission? #MacroSW https://t.co/6zdV0gwBOw

an hour ago

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
the only problem I found was the hours 10am til 5pm #macroSW #SW3100

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TwingfieT: Good evening everyone. Sorry I'm late to joining. SWKr's in libraries is a needed asset to the community. Tonight's chat is…

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @mcoconis: What are domestic flight law changes? #macrosw elizabeth navarro https://t.co/Ylw4EGUtFb

an hour ago

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@spcummings A3: Social workers support public libraries because a library is a safe place for a child to go and learn. I'd still like to learn more about what exactly a social workers job description would be in a library. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
@Brandon46294682 I agree Brandon so very important #SWK 3100 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings #MacroSW A3: In places that hire social workers, they extend the mission of the libraries by empowering, brokering, referring, and otherwise connecting people with the resources they need to address their challenges.

an hour ago

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3: respect privacy of homeless patrons and respect library environment when outreaching in library. #MacroSW #EndHomelessness https://t.co/PsNFdSa1eg

an hour ago

Ninaflore @ninaflore
@spcummings Social workers can support by providing the needs of libraries with community outreach. Also, showing up once a week to help answer community members questions and directing them towards resources in the community that might fit their needs. #MacroSW

an hour ago
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Wow. #MacroSW https://t.co/FDA2MVpZu8

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
@spcummings A3: referrals for families new to the area. As a large community resource the library has much to offer #MacroSW

Yolanda Douglas @fdouglas51
A1, The library in my community recently has partnered with Great Lakes Water Authority to help low-income residents apply for water bill payment assistance #MacroSW #SW3100

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AllisonWMydland: @spcummings A3: Social workers support public libraries because a library is a safe place for a child to go and learn.…

KP @kp06789931
A3. Public libraries are an ideal setting for the delivery of social services. As center for community engagement and access to technology, people in need of assistance in many cases are already patrons and social workers on cite can help anyone in need of help. #SW3100 #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
A3: Provide supports & resources to patrons who need it. I feel like we’re making ourselves influential to the library experience with our skills. I would love to work at a library (if I desired to go back to micro work). #MacroSW https://t.co/Maf3noWm8x

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
aninehttps://t.co/3acoYaDpR4

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@elyse_bender Yes - those limitations are there, although some public libraries have adapted with community support. #MacroSW

Cierra Samanka @cierrasamanka
A3: Meeting the needs of the community!! #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: Q2: Since so much information is available online it seems in my community the library is becoming a meeting place. #MacroSW

An hour ago

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@CierraSamanka I had never thought of that, you are correct. #MacroSW

An hour ago

Ghadear Eid @eidtgh
@spcummings After research that I found, social workers can help in the library with issues related to education, employment, family matters, immigration, and also support groups for men, women, and teens. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

An hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @LadyOnTheMoon_ #macrosw. Ours too! I'd forgotten about that! And they provide passport services on the weekends whic...

An hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@ColumbusFuneral #macrosw. Depending on what state you are in, your state issued ID (driver's license) may no longer be acceptable ID for flying (I think it effects about 8 states).

An hour ago

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
Great way to describe it! I still love the nostalgia of sitting with the books, coffee in hand, lol. #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/FKohtuLZ87

An hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @lajoymorgan: #SWK3100 #MacroSW I like your answer they are a place for absentee ballots https://t.co/CwHwimBDur

An hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Provide supports & resources to patrons who need it. I feel like we’re making ourselves influential to the library…

An hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
I second that wow. #MacroSW https://t.co/qplksdjiuwM

An hour ago
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MsAlandis: @MarleenRubio @rll004 the library programs are awarded grants to staff the social workers #swk3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @KP06789931: A3. Public libraries are an ideal setting for the delivery of social services. As center for community engagement and acce…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @eidtgh: @spcummings After research that I found, social workers can help in the library with issues related to education, employment, f…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @fdouglas51: A1, The library in my community recently has partnered with Great Lakes Water Authority to help low-income residents apply…

Channey burrell @ms_channey
Q3. According to the article on the website (https://t.co/3E3eLV9uPp), social workers are hired by libraries “to connect its homeless and indigent patrons to available community resources, where their basic needs for food, shelter, hygiene, and medical attention #MacroSW

Mera Jawad @mera_jawad
A2: #macrosw #swk3100 In my community, our library has definitely advanced in technology and has updated resources and services. More activities and kid friendly learning objectives have been added.

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @MarshAlesia: @spcummings A3: referrals for families new to the area. As a large community resource the library has much to offer #Macro…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q3: The more I think about the @NSF interviews, I think social workers will need libraries to help clients navigate technology to access benefits. So libraries will become tech portals for low-income populations. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @mcoconis: What are domestic flight law changes? #macrosw elizabeth navarro https://t.co/Ylw4EGUtFb
Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
A3. social workers help with issues such as support groups, education, filling out forms etc.
#swk3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @Ninaflore: @spcummings • Social workers can support by providing the needs of libraries with community outreach. Also, showing up once a...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @TwingeieT: Good evening everyone. Sorry I'm late to joining. SWKr's in libraries is a needed asset to the community. Tonight's chat is...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @artyia95: Answer 3: Social workers can enhance human well being and help meet basic human needs of all people with particular attenti...

Gary @itgarythesnail
A3 Libraries are always a great resource for Social Workers to point someone to. There are computers for those who need to search for and apply for jobs. There are resources in books and media. There are many different community groups and support groups in libraries. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings #MacroSW A3: In places that hire social workers, they extend the mission of the libraries by empowering, bro...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
One of the best articles that summarizes this partnership is by Barbara Trainin Blank: https://t.co/gJQ15w2yxT #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @AllisonWMydland: @spcummings A3: Social workers support public libraries because a library is a safe place for a child to go and learn....

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3 (2:) remain housing focused during engagements at library, not act as a rule enforcer #MacroSW #EmdHomelessness
Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @karenzgoda: Wow. #MacroSW https://t.co/FDA2MVpZu8

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
A3) having updated resource knowledge which is critical to the success of public libraries
#macroSW #SW3100

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
@bangieb926 @KP06789931 I work as our county’s mental health ombudsman and library is
primary safe place i refer folks towards #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @KP06789931: A3. Public libraries are an ideal setting for the delivery of social services. As
center for community engagement and acce…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library:
https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilleBananas: A2: Here's the Reddit thread where I first learned about the librarians being
trained in naloxone and all of social work…

corniecorn @skandalvik
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chat for 3/15/2018: The emerging social work role in public libraries.
https://t.co/MkGWOH63k9 https://t.co/nLDMJK…

Pat Morris @patm08901
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Special #MacroSW welcome! https://t.co/NxQci8ecEB

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @AllisonWMydland: @spcummings A3: Social workers support public libraries because a library
is a safe place for a child to go and learn….
Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
Before this assignment I had never heard of social workers in the library, but I understand why there is a need for social workers in libraries short answer the library is there to service the community and that is one of a social workers responsibility #macrosw #swk3100

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
So many great responses tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/yrn4ZZjh6k

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @porndaughter: Q3: The more I think about the @NSF interviews, I think social workers will need libraries to help clients navigate techn…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @tweetoutreach: A3: respect privacy of homeless patrons and respect library environment when outreaching in library. #MacroSW #EndHomele…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: One of the best articles that summarizes this partnership is by Barbara Trainin Blank: https://t.co/gJQ15w2yxT #MacroSW

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
A3: Social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission by enhancing their members knowledge, and well being. Overall, they provide support and resources to individuals who are in need. #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings #MacroSW A3: In places that hire social workers, they extend the mission of the libraries by empowering, bro…

Tuwana T Wingfield @twingfiet
RT @porndaughter: Q3: The more I think about the @NSF interviews, I think social workers will need libraries to help clients navigate techn…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Ninaflore: @spcummings •Social workers can support by providing the needs of libraries with community outreach. Also, showing up once a…
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Wow. #MacroSW https://t.co/FDA2MVpZu8

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @VilleBananas: A2: Here’s the Reddit thread where I first learned about the librarians being trained in naloxone and all of social work…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @fdouglas51: A1, The library in my community recently has partnered with Great Lakes Water Authority to help low-income residents apply…

Tuwana T Wingfield @twingfiet
RT @Ms_Channel: Q3. According to the article on the website (https://t.co/3E3eLV9uPp), social workers are hired by libraries “to connect…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: One of the best articles that summarizes this partnership is by Barbara Trainin Blank: https://t.co/gJQ15w2yxT #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @KP06789931: A3. Public libraries are an ideal setting for the delivery of social services. As center for community engagement and acce…

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
A3: the NASW primary mission “to enhance human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of the vulnerable, oppressed and the poor” can be done at the library!#SWK3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW
Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings #MacroSW A3: In places that hire social workers, they extend the mission of the libraries by empowering, bro...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @realLizzieD: A3: the NASW primary mission “to enhance human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of the vulnerable, oppressed…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: So many great responses tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/yrn4ZZjh6k

David McCollum @villebananas
A3: Samantha Hines has two papers on this: https://t.co/lQJrjTJai5 and https://t.co/SDn568IssE
#macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@overcomeobbys I liken this trend to how social workers become vital parts of health care settings. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: One of the best articles that summarizes this partnership is by Barbara Trainin Blank: https://t.co/gJQ15w2yxT #MacroSW

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
very nice kids love those programs that's all that a lot of them have to look forward to after school and weekends #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/ayVxnR6uJK

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @spcummings: One of the best articles that summarizes this partnership is by Barbara Trainin Blank: https://t.co/gJQ15w2yxT #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @Batoul9090: A3: Social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission by enhancing their members knowledge, and well bein…
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MsAlandis: A3. social workers help with issues such as support groups, education, filling out forms etc. #swk3100 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @Batoul9090: A3: Social workers assist and support public libraries in their mission by enhancing their members knowledge, and well bein…

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
They assist the homeless and provide job search help. This is great because these services are free of charge. #MacroSW #swk3100 https://t.co/2EMxInHdfs

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: Q3: The more I think about the @NSF interviews, I think social workers will need libraries to help clients navigate techn…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @overcomeobbys: Before this assignment I had never heard of social workers in the library, but I understand why there is a need for soci…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q4 Coming up in 1.5 minutes! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @spcummings: Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrosw this is what out library included in this year’s strategic plan! 2 sw assistants are included https://t.co/UeNEWkKA2t

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
A3: Community rooms in libraries are great places to have prevention programs and community focus groups. They allow you to bring in food which is always a great way to increase conversation and sharing. #Macrosw
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @MsAlandis: very nice kids love those programs that's all that a lot of them have to look forward to after school and weekends #swk3100…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @realLizzieD: A3: the NASW primary mission “to enhance human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of the vulnerable, oppressed…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
#macrosw this is what out library included in this year’s strategic plan! 2 sw assistants are included... https://t.co/X9RLnRp3qH

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karennzgoda
Everything's coming up #MacroSW! https://t.co/LqnjeVSD0I

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@VeterinarySWK Yes! Libraries provide shelter for the homeless! #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A3 Love this definition by the Denver SWer, about what the librarian-socialworker partnership accomplishes for clients: "[we help so] you can be another human in the community" https://t.co/EaoqwsLQjf #macroSW https://t.co/oAiZwFQUl

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karennzgoda
RT @VilleBananas: A3: Samantha Hines has two papers on this: https://t.co/lQJrjTJai5 and https://t.co/SDn568lssE #macrosw

Konrad A. Greene @konradagreene1
#macrosw A3: Social Workers advocate for library services. A good social know that a library in a community is excellent outlet for many people who are curious about a topic or just want to get out of the ........sw3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q4: What ideas do you have about how social workers can serve the public library community?
#MacroSW https://t.co/Em4jaNf3wR

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @realLizzieD: A3: the NASW primary mission “to enhance human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of the vulnerable, oppressed…

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @realLizzieD: A3: the NASW primary mission “to enhance human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of the vulnerable, oppressed…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @overcomeobbsys: Before this assignment I had never heard of social workers in the library, but I understand why there is a need for soci…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: @bangieb926 @KP06789931 I work as our county’s mental health ombudsman and library is primary safe place i refer folks toward…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @tweetoutreach: A3 (2:) remain housing focused during engagements at library, not act as a rule enforcer #MacroSW #EmdHomelessness

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @mcoconis: @bangieb926 @KP06789931 I work as our county’s mental health ombudsman and library is primary safe place i refer folks toward…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @ColumbusFuneral: #macrosw this is what out library included in this year's strategic plan! 2 sw assistants are included... https://t.co…

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Everything’s coming up #MacroSW! https://t.co/LqnjeVSdOI
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: One of the best articles that summarizes this partnership is by Barbara Trainin Blank: https://t.co/gJQ15w2yxT #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavnn #MacroSW

an hour ago

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK3100 #MacroSW that is totally correct the librarians are the people who see what the community need within that particular community. https://t.co/J92i3Sdsz8

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilleBananas: A3: Samantha Hines has two papers on this: https://t.co/IQJrJrTJai5 and https://t.co/SDn568IswE #macrosw

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Q3: The more I think about the @NSF interviews, I think social workers will need libraries to help clients navigate techn…

an hour ago

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
the human condition can be very fragile #swk3100 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
A3: Social Workers can train staff about inclusivity, gender identity/expression, how to create safe spaces for all. They can support and revise policies & procedures in order to remove oppressive language etc. #MacroSW https://t.co/2hxYBmfMsM

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Ms_Channey: Q3. According to the article on the website (https://t.co/3E3eLV9uPp), social workers are hired by libraries “to connect…

an hour ago

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A3 They can help by providing resources to the library for those in need of any type of public assistance. Take the library pamphlets. Give them the necessary tools where it will not be hard for the community to reach out for assistance. #macrosw #swk3100
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @ColumbusFuneral: #macrosw this is what out library included in this year’s strategic plan! 2 sw assistants are included... https://t.co/…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @SunyaFolayan: A3: Community rooms in libraries are great places to have prevention programs and community focus groups. They allow you…

Karen 🍩 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VeterinarySWK: Great way to describe it! I still love the nostalgia of sitting with the books, coffee in hand, lol. #swk3100 #MacroSW h…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @overcomeobbys I liken this trend to how social workers become vital parts of health care settings. #MacroSW

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A3: Social workers assist in libraries on many spectrums. Many people suffer from mental illness, many people are unemployed and randomly stumble in. Social workers assist in providing resources & job placement. They are great at interacting with young children also.

Karen 🍩 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Provide supports & resources to patrons who need it. I feel like we’re making ourselves influential to the library…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Everything’s coming up #MacroSW! https://t.co/LqnjeVSDoI

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Batoul9090: @VeterinarySWK Yes! Libraries provide shelter for the homeless! #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q4: What ideas do you have about how social workers can serve the public library community? #MacroSW https://t.co/Em4jaNf3wR
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A3 Love this definition by the Denver SWer, about what the librarian-socialworker partnership accomplishes for clients: "[we he..."

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @filipeduarte81: A3: Social Workers can train staff about inclusivity, gender identity/expression, how to create safe spaces for all. Th...

Channey burrell @ms_channey
RT @Batoul9090: @VeterinarySWK Yes! Libraries provide shelter for the homeless! #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @filipeduarte81: A3: Social Workers can train staff about inclusivity, gender identity/expression, how to create safe spaces for all. Th...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ColumbusFuneral: #macrosw this is what out library included in this year’s strategic plan! 2 sw assistants are included... https://t.co...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A3: Community rooms in libraries are great places to have prevention programs and community focus groups. They allow you...

KP @kp06789931
@MsAlandis You are so right about this Alandis, very fragile. #sw3100 #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @lajoymorgan: #SWK3100 #MacroSW that is totally correct the librarians are the people who see what the community need within that partic...

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@porndaughter @NSF Good point, @porndaughter, especially with changes to net neutrality. #macrosw
Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
@SunyaFolayan Yes! A group I work with uses the library to open our programs to the public #MacroSW

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
@itgarythesnail This is very cool Gary! Social service providers need to recognize the need for the diverse groups in each community and serve them appropriately :) #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Gary @itgarythesnail
A4: I think advocating to have a Social worker at a Public Library, if there isn't already on there, would be a great way to serve the public library community. Some people may not know where or how to find a social worker. #macrosw

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @spcummings: Here's an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@Brandon46294682 Brandon: This is what I'm hearing from my librarian colleagues. #MacroSW

Allison Mydland @allisonwmydland
@spcummings A4: Socials workers can inform the libraries of resources to offer to children/families that come in that need help. Since the homeless may visit the library for various reasons (warmth, a drink of water, snack, etc), it would be beneficial to give them resources also. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @SunyaFolayan: @porndaughter @NSF Good point, @porndaughter, especially with changes to net neutrality. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarleenRubio: @itgarythesnail This is very cool Gary! Social service providers need to recognize the need for the diverse groups in each…

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A4: work with patrons who are homeless connect with/ navigate through resources to help and their homelessness. #MacroSW https://t.co/iqeX2a3Gwe
CJH Counseling @cjh_counseling
RT @spcummings: Social Work Month Appreciation. Day 15. Today I want to thank my #MacroSW colleague, @VilissaThompson, who I've had the hon…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @itgarythesnail: A4: I think advocating to have a Social worker at a Public Library, if there isn’t already on there, would be a great w…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @MarshallAlesia: @SunyaFolayan Yes! A group I work with uses the library to open our programs to the public #MacroSW

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
@Batoul9090 @VeterinarySWK Yes, even if its for that day. Eventually if they keep going to the library, their need will be address #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @Brandon46294682 Brandon: This is what I'm hearing from my librarian colleagues. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @AllisonWMydland: @spcummings A4: Socials workers can inform the libraries of resources to offer to children/families that come in that…

KP @kp06789931
@Brandon46294682 Great answer Brandon and hello! #sw3100 #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @spcummings: Here’s an example of how homelessness is addressed at the San Francisco Library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
some place just hand out a list of phone #, and most are no longer in service. updated information is a must,#macroSW #SW3100
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @tweetoutreach: A4: work with patrons who are homeless connect with/ navigate through resources to help and their homelessness. #MacroSW

Alexandria Meranto @afmerant
@spcummings A3. Social Workers can support libraries by offering resources & assistance to the people who are in the library because it’s the only place they can hang out without feeling unwelcome and uncomfortable. I think lots of people would utilize SWers if they were in the lib. #MacroSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A4: Outreach! Work with librarians to make sure people who need services, referrals, etc. get the assistance they need. Great spot for internships & field placements! #MacroSW https://t.co/82RTf6dz26

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @elyse_bender: some place just hand out a list of phone #, and most are no longer in service. updated information is a must,#macroSW #SW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Outreach! Work with librarians to make sure people who need services, referrals, etc. get the assistance they need. Gre...

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q4: What ideas do you have about how social workers can serve the public library community? #MacroSW https://t.co/Em4jaNf3wR

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @filipeduarte81: A3: Social Workers can train staff about inclusivity, gender identity/expression, how to create safe spaces for all. Th...

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@overcomeobbsys @VeterinarySWK Precisely! #MacroSW #swk3100

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
A4. we as social workers and future social workers have the opportunity to create equity and change lives #swk3100 #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @itgarythesnail: A4: I think advocating to have a Social worker at a Public Library, if there isn’t already on there, would be a great w…

Yolanda Douglas @fdouglas51
@spcummings Thank you for the Article #MacroSW #SW3100

Cierra Samanka @cierrasamanka
A4: Social workers can link community members with many different services in a way that wont carry so much stigma social service agencies do. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@overcomeobbsys @Batoul9090 @VeterinarySWK In SW practice, we often focus on the "one time" intervention, which applies to this environment #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q4: Libraries would be a nice place to host support groups, may be presented as a book club/support group. #macrossw

Karen 🎉 Zgoda @karenzsgoda
RT @filipeduarte81: A3: Social Workers can train sta about inclusivity, gender identity/expression, how to create safe spaces for all. Th…

Elizabeth Navarro ☽ @ladyonthemoon_
Walk In hours were you can come in and consult with a social worker and get resources in the community/consultation on your situation #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
@fdouglas51 @OfficialMacroSW Yes! That’s awesome! One of the libs in the area has different levels of classes, and when I was a TA in a research class, I was actually able to refer some students to it for help! #macroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A Rutgers social worker provides assistance at the Somerville library: https://t.co/TbmsLlmavn #MacroSW
Artyia Millhouse @artyia95

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Bingo! #MacroSW https://t.co/NB6mfYgBrd

Channey burrell @ms_channey
Q4. I believe if homeless people and mental ill people are found in the library then social workers should be able to tell them about shelters, group homes, or whatever they need to help them.
#Macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Absolutely! Having social workers in the library reduces some of the stigma of seeking out social work services. #macrosw https://t.co/ZJpasgqZXR

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@spcummings @overcomeobbs @VeterinarySWK Exactly! #MacroSW #swk3100

Tuwana T Wingfield @twingfiet
@spcummings Q4: We arw currently considering developing field practicums for our SWK students at the library. I see endless possibilities to expose students to the true meaning of what SWK is all about right behind the walls of the library...#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
#MacroSW https://t.co/0O6LYFpVhB

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
A4: I would like to see us coordinate more hands-on programs for different ages that interest them (STEM, reading, how to budget/financial literacy, tech 101, & whatever the needs are for that community that’d be beneficial). #MacroSW https://t.co/rQRQuf9scr

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Bingo! #MacroSW https://t.co/NB6mfYgBrd
Kimberly Street @caregivinglivin
@AllisonWMydland @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings #Macrosw.com - Providing referrals, assisting in completing applications and supporting current library programming to increase capacity has proven to be vital in the services we provide. We are also collaborating with Lawyers in the library on a site based outreach event.

Malka Goldberg @malka_g
RT @SWcareer: 💚 Best in Mental Health: Happy Social Work Month! https://t.co/BflJz2RRWE H/T @CharlesELewisJr @Malka_G @Relando_TJ @EducateC…

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
@elyse_bender yes that cant be stressed enough keep information updated #swk3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw

Elizabeth Navarro ☾ @ladyonthemoon_
I was stopped by a woman recently at the library who overheard me talking on the phone- she said I sounded like a social worker and she needed help- his led to an hour conversation were I wrote a bunch of resources down for her #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@fdouglas51 You're welcome! #MacroSW

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@spcummings A4) As a future Veterinary Social Worker, I'd like to see pet-assisted therapy offered. It's a growing field and dogs provide great comfort to those in need. #swk3100 #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
A4: I think libraries serve as a great central point for communities. Social workers can connect with such a large demographic. But they can only be as effective as the resources they have and are provided! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @porndaughter: Q4: Libraries would be a nice place to host support groups, may be presented as a book club/support group. #macrosw
Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @KP06789931: A3. Public libraries are an ideal setting for the delivery of social services. As center for community engagement and acc…

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
A4: I saw recently that in Windsor Ontario Canada(across the Detroit River) they have a mobile library that goes into the community to bring library services to individuals who are unable to get out, books, laptops they can access and information #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: I was stopped by a woman recently at the library who overheard me talking on the phone- she said I sounded like a socia…

Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A4: I have many ideas that social workers can do to serve the public library. Provide discounted bus passes to eligible recipients. Combat homelessness and unemployment within a given radius.

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @porndaughter: Q4: Libraries would be a nice place to host support groups, may be presented as a book club/support group. #macrosw

KP @kp06789931
A4. Employ more social workers in libraries with a fax machine so the paper work can get to the right facility! #sw3100 #macrosw

Penny Kathleen Stock @pennykstock1
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Q3 Social Workers can help libraries reach clients who may not know the full range of services available to them. #MacroSW

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
A4) #SWK3100 #MacroSW I think they should have a social within the library. They should be a lic social worker employed at all library where you can see what is really needed within that community and have a person there who can address there social problem at that time.

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
#swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/IjAR2Rn94f
Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
A4: The perfect spot to get involved with the community. Counseling, triage, referrals, and community organizing. #MacroSW https://t.co/XoFsFMS8WL

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@LadyOnTheMoon_ Elizabeth: Wow, that is an amazing story, and it illustrates how much need there is #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @realLizzieD: A4: I saw recently that in Windsor Ontario Canada(across the Detroit River) they have a mobile library that goes into the…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: I was stopped by a woman recently at the library who overheard me talking on the phone- she said I sounded like a social…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A4: I have many ideas that social workers can do to serve the public library. Provide discounted bus passes t…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @realLizzieD: A4: I saw recently that in Windsor Ontario Canada(across the Detroit River) they have a mobile library that goes into the…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @Caregivinglivin: @AllisonWMydland @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Macrosw.com - Providing referrals, assisting in completing applications…

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
A4: Social workers can help serve the library community by providing the individuals there with resources. Overall, this is not limited to children, adults, the homeless population, and even the elderly. #Swk3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @lajoymorgan: A4) #SWK3100 #MacroSW I think they should have a social within the library. They should be a lic social worker employed at…
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
This would be so great! #MacroSW https://t.co/xQwI2H8EYh

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MsAlandis: #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/ljAR2Rn94f

Roger Walk @roger74428281
#MacroSW Roger.W. Social workers can be a major influence in todays library because they are a field of individuals that are geared to serve others. Then information is abundant. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
A$) SW in libraries r a great idea we are information brokers & organizers by passion. #macroSW #SW3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @filipeduarte81: A4: The perfect spot to get involved with the community. Counseling, triage, referrals, and community organizing. #Macr...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TwingfieT @spcummings Talk to @Caregivinglivin about the @mdsocialwork field placements! #macrosw

Marleen Rubio @marleenrubio
A4: Social Workers can serve the public library community by providing knowledge about our values, such as social justice and equality for every1, into a setting that might lack diverse, inclusive conversations. Libraries can be a place of social change dialogue! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/MgLl0S4iOi

Ninaflore @ninaflore
@spcummings I agree with @eildth points of social workers helping in the areas of education, employment, family matters, immigration, and also support groups for men, women, and teens. Also, we can train sta in these libraries to eectively serve members. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: This would be so great! #MacroSW https://t.co/xQwI2H8EYh
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
We shall go for one more question --- Q5 --- in one minute! #MacroSW

an hour ago

MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Pretty sure we're all signing up for this. #MacroSW 🐇contenido 🎐 https://t.co/DjedelXhph

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @LadyOnTheMoon_ Elizabeth: Wow, that is an amazing story, and it illustrates how much need there is #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @Batoul9090: A4: Social workers can help serve the library community by providing the individuals there with resources. Overall, this is…

MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: I was stopped by a woman recently at the library who overheard me talking on the phone- she said I sounded like a soci…

MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @Caregivinglivin: @AllisonWMylnd @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Macrosw.com - Providing referrals, assisting in completing applications…

MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: I would like to see us coordinate more hands-on programs for different ages that interest them (STEM, reading, how…

David McCollum @villebananas
A4: Maybe social workers could volunteer/offer pro bono work once a month at their public library in the form of providing consultations focused on the the various resources in the area. macrosw

MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Absolutely! Having social workers in the library reduces some of the stigma of seeking out social work services. macro…
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @TwingfieT @spcummings Talk to @Caregivinglivin about the @mdsocialwork field placements! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q5: What macro-level policy changes impact libraries? #MacroSW https://t.co/i5ceptAEzn

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Ninafloire: @spcummings I agree with @eidtgh points of social workers helping in the areas of education, employment, family matters, im…

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
@realLizzieD Yes they travel down to the Riverwalk in Downtown Detroit as well with a mobile book community #swk3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @Batoul9090: A4: Social workers can help serve the library community by providing the individuals there with resources. Overall, this is…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@OfficialMacroSW Yes! The research in this area is growing, too. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @spcummings: Q5: What macro-level policy changes impact libraries? #MacroSW https://t.co/i5ceptAEzn

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Pretty sure we’re all signing up for this. #MacroSW 🐻🐶 https://t.co/DjedelXhph

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilleBananas: A4: Maybe social workers could volunteer/offer pro bono work once a month at their public library in the form of providin…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MsAlandis: @realLizzieD Yes they travel down to the Riverwalk in Downtown Detroit as well with a mobile book community #swk3100 #MacroSW
Brandon Mays @brandon46294682
#MacroSW A4: Social workers can provide counseling and therapy for those who suffer from bullying, anxiety, depression, sexual, physical or verbal abuse. Cyber social workers can help transition the baby boomers into becoming more computer friendly.

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: Q5: What macro-level policy changes impact libraries? #MacroSW https://t.co/i5ceptAEzn

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
A4. I would like to add the service many of our small ngo or political groups use: free meeting space. This is a premium in Columbus and the library renovations make room for busline locations for mtgs and events. Big help in organizing! #macrosw

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
A4 I believe that having a social in the library is a great opportunity to be on the front line to see what is going on in the community and not only see what’s going on but be able to come up with some useful information to provide the proper resource #MacroSW #swk3100

Yolanda Douglas @fdouglas51
@overcomeobbys @OfficialMacroSW Rosemary Bonney It is enlightening to know that there are in place at the library and you made a valid point about the social worker responsibility #MacroSW #SW3100

Yolanda Douglas @fdouglas51
RT @overcomeobbys: Before this assignment I had never heard of social workers in the library, but I understand why there is a need for soci…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A5 I envision even more community- library- social work-social services collaboration; also want to see libraries as field placements for #socialwork students. #MacroSW https://t.co/bjVEpiqndc

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q5: What macro-level policy changes impact libraries? #MacroSW https://t.co/i5ceptAEzn
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW A4: Social workers can provide counseling and therapy for those who suffer from bullying, anxiety, depression…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW #macrowsw. Hate to be a downer here, but as someone with severe allergies I am always concerned about more times/locations that animals are brought into public spaces. If the library had a separate room, maybe. I’ve also seen programs where kids practice reading to dogs.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Pretty sure we’re all signing up for this. #MacroSW 🐶olian 🐖
https://t.co/DjedelXhph

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: I was stopped by a woman recently at the library who overheard me talking on the phone- she said I sounded like a socia…

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
@spcummings A4 Libraries should be community centered providing the community with helpful information about and opportunities to connect with the community the library should be a gateway to the community #MacroSW #SWK 3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @OfficialMacroSW Yes! The research in this area is growing, too. #MacroSW

Elyse Bender @elyse_bender
@Ninaflore @spcummings @eidtgh from the research I found the training was a two way street.#macroSW #SW3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @fdouglas51: @overcomeobbys @OfficialMacroSW Rosemary Bonney It is enlightening to know that there are in place at the library and you…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @mcoconis: A4. I would like to add the service many of our small ngo or political groups use: free meeting space. This is a premium in C…
Karen 🌵 Zgoda @karenzgoda
YASSSSSSSSSSS. #MacroSW https://t.co/6h7ywN2tOT

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @overcomeobbys: A4 I believe that having a social in the library is a great opportunity to be on the front line to see what is going on…

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @fdouglas51: @overcomeobbys @OfficialMacroSW Rosemary Bonney It is enlightening to know that there are in place at the library and you…

an hour ago

Alexandria Meranto @afmerant
@spcummings SW could address the issues of homelessness, mental health, substance abuse, poverty, etc that are prevalent amongst lib. patrons. I think many patrons would feel more comfortable to get help if it was available somewhere they already feel comfortable (the library!).
#MacroSW

an hour ago

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @reallizzied
A4: also, in Portland Oregon they have a street librarian who has a bike loaded with books and she brings books to the homeless and they check them out and “humanizing” the homeless Community engagement for social justice goals, a win win❤️️ #SWK3100 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @realLizzieD: A4: I saw recently that in Windsor Ontario Canada(across the Detroit River) they have a mobile library that goes into the…

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW #macrosw. Hate to be a downer here, but as someone with severe allergies I am always concerned about m…

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @elyse_bender: @Ninaflore @spcummings @eidtgh from the research I found the training was a two way street. #macroSW #SW3100

an hour ago

Karen 🌵 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW #macrosw. Hate to be a downer here, but as someone with severe allergies I am always concerned about m…

an hour ago
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @kareinzgoda: YASSSSSSSSSSSS. #MacroSW https://t.co/6h7ywN2tOT

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
A5. libraries have faced extreme budget cuts, so adding positions and services can be difficult #swk3100 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A5: Tons of macro policies affect libraries, typically related to funding, hours, and the ability to provide more or fewer services. #macrosw

Patricia Ketzner @pketzner
RT @Batoul9090: A4: Social workers can help serve the library community by providing the individuals there with resources. Overall, this is…

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@OfficialMacroSW The kids LOVE when my dogs and I walk into the reading room. Their faces light up instantly! Such a great feeling. #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A5: Tons of macro policies affect libraries, typically related to funding, hours, and the ability to provide more or few…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW I didn't think of that, but you're right. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MsAlandis: A5. libraries have faced extreme budget cuts, so adding positions and services can be difficult #swk3100 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kareinzgoda: YASSSSSSSSSSSS. #MacroSW https://t.co/6h7ywN2tOT

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @realLizzieD: A4: also, in Portland Oregon they have a street librarian who has a bike loaded with books and she brings books to the hom…
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: @OfficialMacroSW The kids LOVE when my dogs and I walk into the reading room. Their faces light up instantly! Such a gre…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW I didn't think of that, but you’re right. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW This is an excellent point, and this issue deserves attention and respect. Thanks for pointing this out, Nancy. #MacroSW

Ghadear Eid @eidtgh
RT @Ninaflore: @spcummings I agree with @eidtgh points of social workers helping in the areas of education, employment, family matters, im…

Penny Kathleen Stock @pennykstock1
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Q4: Social Workers can help patrons of the library connect with information about and access to social welfare programs. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW This is an excellent point, and this issue deserves attention and respect. Thanks for point…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
This is amazing! #macrosw https://t.co/4Gv2uz8Vo5

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @realLizzieD: A4: also, in Portland Oregon they have a street librarian who has a bike loaded with books and she brings books to the hom…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
One example of a political affront to public library funding: https://t.co/4OnrwG2wmz #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @columbusfuneral
This is amazing! #macrosw https://t.co/4EFzoGlgQh https://t.co/wCyS7RFPne
David McCollum @villebananas
A5: Any state changes to the funding from the Library Services and Technology Act. #macrosw

DeaconFATAL @fullofbass
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: Better tech access with additional computers, providing fax services, & eBooks offered. Our library has kept up wi…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Agreed. #MacroSW https://t.co/mlRsdvGaEg

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW It's a #traumainformed approach, to think of the impact of each decision on everyone. #MacroSW

Karen 🍍 Zgoda @karenzgoda
There has to be some way to combine @Bodegacats_, libraries and #MacroSW… https://t.co/KyEonQp25l

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @ColumbusFuneral: This is amazing! #macrosw https://t.co/4EFzoGlgQh
https://t.co/wCyS7RFPne

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilleBananas: A5: Any state changes to the funding from the Library Services and Technology Act. #macrosw

Cierra Samanka @cierrasamanka
A5: The funding that is provided! #MacroSW
**Channey burrell** @ms_channey
Q5. The library already has bus schedules, computers for homework or job search, printers, movies and books to check out but I think the library can do more to tutor students or provide an afterschool snack. #Macrosw

**UB-Social Work** @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: There has to be some way to combine @Bodegacats_, libraries and #MacroSW... https://t.co/KyEonQp25l

**Patricia Ketzner** @pketzner
@Batoul9090 I agree Batoul the library should be a place in the community for all to have access to needed knowledge #MacroSW #SWK3100

**Karen 🌺 Zgoda** @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: One example of a political affront to public library funding: https://t.co/4OnrwG2wmz #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work** @ubssw
RT @PKetzner: @Batoul9090 I agree Batoul the library should be a place in the community for all to have access to needed knowledge #MacroSW...

**Christina Marsh LMSW** @marshalesia
@realLizzieD @UBSSW This is great, we must think about going into the community. Elderly for one would love access to services yet may not be able to get to the library -all the benefits of ‘meals on wheels’ but ‘books on wheels’ #MacroSW

**melissa thompson** @mmt98
@spcummings I’m forgetting to add he hashtag #MacroSW

**Stephen Cummings** @spcummings
@VilleBananas Yes, this is a big part of the problem. #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work** @ubssw
RT @Ms_Channey: Q5. The library already has bus schedules, computers for homework or job search, printers, movies and books to check out bu…
Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
Answer 5: By providing the with more income. #Macrosw #Sw3100

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbs
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A5: Tons of macro policies affect libraries, typically related to funding, hours, and the ability to provide more or few…

Konrad A. Greene @konradagreene1
#macrosw A1: The library at UDM is resourceful in its own way. It serves the purpose. I like the downtown library in Chicago. They have books in every square inch of that beautiful building ..........sw3100

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
❤️❤️❤️ #MacroSW https://t.co/JEIJeKhrxC

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
A5) #SWK3100 #Macrosw libraries are affected by the funding that is allocated governmentl when there is no funding then the library can not run.

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @mmt98: @spcummings I’m forgetting to add he hashtag #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Goodnight everyone. Good to be back. See you next week. I’m hosting #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
What a great idea! #macrosw https://t.co/mQZ62exG0N

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
A5: Macro level policy changes impact public libraries financially, and by having them available for individuals as an asset. #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: What a great idea! #macrosw https://t.co/mQZ62exG0N
Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW Yes, allergies are always a concern. My son has allergies, so I only work with hypoallergenic dogs, although they’re not 100% allergy-free. They are non-shedding, so that helps a lot. 😍 #MacroSW #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @porndaughter: Goodnight everyone. Good to be back. See you next week. I'm hosting #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: ❤❤❤ #MacroSW https://t.co/JEIJeKhrxC

Alandis Edmonds @msalandis
social problems cant be swept under the rug #swk3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @KonradAGreene1: #macrosw A1: The library at UDM is resourceful in its own way. It serves the purpose. I like the downtown library in Ch...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A5: Any time a stagnant perspective about libraries --- that they only house books --- impacts the perceptions of need. #MacroSW

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
I think the main macro level policy change that would impact the public library would be the hours in which sessions can be held. #macrosw #swk3100

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @spcummings: A5: Any time a stagnant perspective about libraries --- that they only house books --- impacts the perceptions of need. #Ma...
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
Thank you for sharing, this sounds great! #MacroSW https://t.co/EqzM0lCSRq  an hour ago

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
Answer 5: By providing them with a better income. #MacroSw #SW3100  an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW It's a #traumainformed approach, to think of the impact of each decision on everyone…  an hour ago

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
A5: Funding reductions. Libraries need $$$ to keep the lights on & to serve the community. We all can pay closer attention to funding allocations & if your library could be in jeopardy. (This is particularly so for rural areas.) #MacroSW https://t.co/8pOGJpqB8l  an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
A5 There is a shared vision for radical action in professions such as #socialwork, #LIS #medicine #law cf Shaping Radical Librarianship: brief interview at this link: https://t.co/vKZ5TDzbor. Radical Social Work basics: https://t.co/vrhFrNJKGE #MacroSW  an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: ❤️❤️❤️ #MacroSW https://t.co/JEIJeKhrxC  an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @bangieb926: I think the main macro level policy change that would impact the public library would be the hours in which sessions can be…  an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
MacroSW https://t.co/ocm17H0p2i  an hour ago

Batoul Berro @batoul9090
@PKetzner Thank you hun! Hopefully as Social workers we can advocate for that. #swk3100 #MacroSW  an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @pennykstock1: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Q4: Social Workers can help patrons of the library connect with information about and acces…  an hour ago
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A5: Funding reductions. Libraries need $$$ to keep the lights on & to serve the community. We all can pay closer atten…

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
WOW! Well, we’ve reached the end of another #MacroSW chat! Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71RDc1

an hour ago

KP @kp06789931
A5. Social workers in libraries is the best idea for the community. Employing more social workers to help aid the homeless and mental health individuals, also hold seminars for public knowledge on mental health and medical issues. #sw3100 #macrosw

an hour ago

Janet Joiner @cybersocialwork
Very impressive tonight #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/DYAK0LyJN0

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@MarshAlesia @realLizzieD @UBSSW Baltimore county public library offers "Reading Rover" which goes to day care centers AND senior centers. Libraries and senior centers are also co-located in many communities in Maryland. #macrosw

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Next Week: #MacroSW Partner Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter will be here to lead the discussion on gun violence, mental health and the social work role.

an hour ago

(((Liz Ditz))) @lizditz
RT @VilissaThompson: A5: Funding reductions. Libraries need $$$ to keep the lights on & to serve the community. We all can pay closer atten…

an hour ago
Brandon Mays @brandon46294682

#MacroSW A5: Macro level policies affect libraries funding, spending, scheduling, and in some distress neighborhoods; lack of resources. Yes, you would think that libraries are a hub for resources, help, and information but some community libraries lack resources totally. Sad.
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